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In oontemporary literature our time has been oalled the nag. 
of anxiety." On the one hand, the present age is probably no more 
tear-ridden than earlier periods in history; instead, it may be 
that the inroads of fear are recognized more olearly and aoknowl-
edged more openly. Yet, on the other hand, it oannot be denied 
that many conflioting factors in moderp democratic sooiety have 
continued to impress us with the realism of this anxiety. Some ot 
these conflioting faotors are due to the rapid changes in eoonomio 
life, the intermixture of varying cultures, races and creeds, an 
increasing compactness of the world, the rapid scientific develop-
ment, including problems arising from controlling the new powers of 
atomio energy, the evident ill effects ot world-wide strites, and 
now, the threat of total destruction by nuolear war. 
At the same time this 1s an age ot great challenge. The im-
provements made in communication and transportation, the advance-
ment in scientific research, the wealth of knowledge from our her-
itage, and the tremendous discoveries of the Space Age, are but a 
few factors which offer new vistas to the present generation. Also, 
because of the pressure of competition with those outside the free 
world, particularly with the advent of the Russian sputnik, educa-
tion is receiving a much higher degree of emphasis. Thererore 
"I 
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educators, psychologists, counselors and those who have the respon-
sibility of preparing youth for participation and leadership 1n a 
dynamic society must meet this challenge through increased knowl-
edge and understanding of young people. 
In order to fulfill this obligation, ~~r youth must be 
helped to become mature men and women. This can be accompl:tshed it 
they are directed and encouraged to recognize, to accept and to 
solve the problems pertinent to their age and society. Problems 
are an inescapable part of life. Each generation inherits the un-
solved problems of previous generation~ and those that are peculiar 
to the time. Besides this, every individual has his own problems 
throJghout his life. ObJectIvely, these range from simple ones to 
the most oomplex, but as psyohologists remind us, the degree of im-
portance of eaoh problem is in relation to the interpretation made 
by the individual who must cope with it. 
Perhaps at no other time in the history of mankind bas so 
much attention been given to the problems of man. Besides the vo-
luminous literature on this subject, covering eVffrY possible area 
of difficulty from early childhood to old age, countless solutions 
are daily offered through the media of newspaper, radio and tele-
vision. Although many of these answers are oversimplifications to 
complex questions, yet there is a vast amount of valuable material. 
However, the fact exists that much of the latter remains isolated 
from the individual who needs it most, thus creatinr; a crucial 
problem for those who are charged with the guidance and direction 
otten has its beginning in the tact that educators neglect to re-
examine the areas which are sources of worry and anxiety to modern 
yO".l.ng people. Once the probletls have been identified, meaningf'.ll 
educational and guldance programs may be planned. 
The special group under consideration in this st~ldy is a 
Junior Bieh Negro population selected from four parish schools 
where the majority of students are Negro. The decade just ended 
was one of the ~ost significant in the history of the Negro race 
in America. as far as the quest for first-cla.ss citizenship was con-
cerned. To make a frontal attack upon, segregation in all phases 01 
the Negrots life, was the outstanding event of the 1950's. The ex-
tent to which Negroes are being accorded their rights in this re-
Gard, is the measure of the United States' profession of goodwill 
to millions of people throughout the world who have recently rainec 
their independence or are in the process of doing so. Therefore, 
a period of c~~cinl social change has evolved. In their struggle 
to adJust and to obtain their rights, the Ner.7"oes have borne and 
must continue to bear a major share of the leadership. 
To what extent have tensions interlaoinG the contemporary 
civilization penetrated into the life of the young Negro adoles-
cent? Is there a aociorosia resulting from the Negroes' marginal-
i ty and self-image that wO':.llc make his problems so !luI tiple and so 
unique that a special type of counseling service and/or education 
would be necessary? 
These are two of the questions which prompted this survey. 
The theol'v that a difference in ar:e. LT.rade 'Placement and sex may 
4 
signiricantly affect the problems within this particular milIeu, 18 




To the writerts knowledge, there has been no previous survey 
involving this particular popu.lation and this method. R~ever, in 
90 far as the age group is considered, there Is a wealth of mater-
ial. 
In the present s t'ldy the age range Is from eleven to seven-
teen years inclusive, with a mean average of 14.9. If the ufNa1 
age range of rourteen to twenty-one is accepted as the a.dolescent 
period then this group under study, could be described as young 
adolescents. 81nce, however, the Itterature 1n the field of t);e 
psyc~101ogy of the adolescent is so vast, only those sources which 
seem more directly concerned with the p'lrpose at hand will be re-
viewed. 
One of the earliest extensive surveys of the problems of 
r;irls was ma.de by Sister v.. Mildred Knoebber, O.S.B. (9).. She de-
vised her own questionnaire, which she adroi.nlstered to three thou-
S'1;)d girls in twenty public and pa.rish high schools from New York 
to California. The general purpose of thls ~Nrvey was to obtain a 
knowledge of the common ~~ndamental problems of girlhood. 
The results aocording to the problem area or importance were 
these: fiI'stly, the problem of future vocation; secondly, the 
problem of being only partiall~r understood by adults; thirdly, the 
5 
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ack of social privileges. Besides these results, the author also 
onc1udes: 
Another finding of the study that seems to the writer to be ot 
particular interest and significance so far as girl-life is con-
cerned, is the great underlying uniformity which seemed to stand 
out among the attitudes and problems of the girls regardless ot 
the particular section of the country from which the data were 
gathered. There was a very definite similarity in the general 
responses of the girls. (9, p. 165) 
In 1945 another extensive survey was conducted by Urban H. 
(5) The general purpose of this investigation was to ex-
the modern Catholie boys' problems. The two thousand sub-
of this study represented a good ~ross-section of the Cath-
high-school population. The twenty schools contributing to 
study were selected from 18 cities in 12 states in the middle 
estern, the eastern and the northeastern sections of the United 
tates a.nd the District of Columbia. The population also included 
arylng socio-economic levels, and were from different types of 
chools. 
The method employed by Fleege for this survey was the use of 
developed problemmalre, which combined features of a number of 
asurlng techniques, including the personality inventory and the 
sychological questionnaire. The final form of the problemmaire 
epresented seven previous revisions. 
After a. thorough analysis of his findings, the author states 
n overview of the major problems of adolescent boys. In order of 
mportance these are: the problem of purity, the problem of voca-
ional decision, the feeline of not being understood by adults, 
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within the school. The author also concludes: 
Foremost among our impressions is the underlying wholesameness 
of the adolescent boy •••• Potential abilities that make for 
perfect manhood are present in abundance in the modern boy. 
(5, p. 346) 
Another study conducted on Catholic high-school boys t prob-
lems was done by J. P. Finn (4), and published in 1950. His study 
was made in five urban Catholic higb schools in Ontario, which com-
prised a total popUlation of 1840 students. Finn reports that in 
summarizing the categories of problems for the total population, be 
found the following rank order: moral - 1; school life - 2; voca-
tional - 3; family - 4; personality adjustment - 0; boy-girl - 7; 
financial - 8; health - 9; unusual problems - 10. He states that 
there is a decline in moral problems after the tenth grade, whereas 
there is a corresponding increase of vocational problems with an 
increase of grade level. 
In her book, Psychology of Adolescen~e, lllella Cole (1) 
gives an organized list of problems which is based on a composite 
of a large number of studies that reported results from some 10,000 
stUdents in high school or freshman year of college. The list is 
etailed, giving the general area of the problems and each specific 
.roblem with accompanying percentages. Those problems with the 
igheat frequencies are as follows: suffering trom nausea, sexual 
evelopment, not knowing what work is suitable for one's abilities, 
anting to be more popular, being under or overweight, daydreaming 
hile studying, and being unable to speak before a group. (1, 
p. 580-583) 
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These are but a rew of Cole's findings. Sinoe many of these 
may prove of interest in the present study, they will be referred 
to again in greater detail. 
Two physioians, Gallagher and Harris (6), in writing about 
the emotional problems of adolescence, give some facts concerning 
the dynamics of human behavior, particularly what could be called 
"adolesoent behavior." Praotioal examples are described through-
out their book, but only a limited number of problems are treated. 
The most recent oomprehensive study of the problems of youth 
was done by Remmers and Radler (10), and published in 1957. 
For fifteen years, a group of social scientists, headed by 
Dr. Remmers, at Purdue UniverSity, oonducted a nationwide survey of 
the American teenagers' plans, problems, fears, prejudices, beliefS 
and disbeliefs. The results of this project were drawn from care-
fully prepared questionnaires and tests of attitudes administered 
in high sohools representing all seotions of the oountry, all 
states, children of all nationalities, religions, and socia-econom-
ic status. 
The questionnaire was formulated on a care~~l analysis of 
responses to replies to the following request: 
The Purdue Opinion Poll for Young People wanta to find out 
what problems are of greatest concern to high school stu-
dents. Here i a your chance to make known some of your 
ideas. Write a page or two about the things that bother 
you and other teenagers--your real problems. These don't 
necessarily have to deal wi th school. They could be per-
sonal problems, home problems, social problems, or anything 
else that is important to you and to teenagers in general. 
Do not sign your name. We want you to be frank and sincere. 
Your ideas .. ill help all of us to understand teenagers better. 
(10, p. 55) 
The frequencies with which each problem appeared were 
checked in detail with other findings, as those of the American 
Youth Commission and the New York Regents. 
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Tables summarizing findings of the Purdue Opinion Polls are 
appended to seven chapters. The table most revelant to the present 
study is the first one, entitled, "Teenagers' Most Common Problems~ 
According to the peroentages given in this table, the highest fre-
quencies of problems are these: for boys - want to gain or lose 
weight - 40%, seldom have dates - 48%, want people to like me more 
- 47%, get stage-fright before a group - 46%, want to make new 
friends - 45~, want to improve my posture and body-build - 42%; for 
girls, want people to like me more - 60%, get stage-fright before 
a group - 59%, want to gain or lose weicht - 56%, want to make new 
friends - 56%, wish I were more popular - 47%, and, have a "crush" 
on (Boy) (Girl). (10, pp. 80-86) 
After fifteen years of oareful polling and thousands of let-
ters (10,000 to 18,000) that the American you.th have written, Dr. 
Remmers oonoludes that today's teens are ooncerned with exaotly the 
same things whioh troubled their predecessors. 
Despite the numerous investigations in the area of searohing 
out the problems of youth in order that those problems might be 
handled more efficiently and effectively, there has been a oontin-
~:tOU5 upswIng of attention being gi van to the increase of juvenile 
delinquenoy_ This seemIn~ paradox was evident a decade ago when 
Ruth Strang (44) wrote: 
It is shocking to realize that Y~Ang people in the United 
States commit a million nnd a half major crimes every year. 
This is nearly 60 per cent of all major crimes. (44, p. 4) 
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~o indicate the current importa.nce of this bew11dering s1 t 1.lation, 
a quote from Edwin C. Berry (40) concerning the financial cost to 
Chicago taxpayers is given: 
In 1961. the City and State Youth Comm1ssion in Chicago spent 
$9,260,180 in corrective and preventive programs for children. 
Another $1,400,000 was spent to support juveniles at the Audie 
Home. ( 40, p. 13) 
Facts such as the above complicate the task of understanding truly 
the behavior of today's adolescent. Data, as to what proportion of 
Chicago's yo~ng delinquents are Negro,:ls not available to this 
writer. Also, the studies in this area are very meagre. Yet, 
since the Negro population in m~icago has increased 23 per cent in 
1961 from 7 per cent in 1930, there has been much written and said 
on the problems of integration, the development of the "ghetto" and 
the double-shift schools for the Negroes. These conditions are 
bound to have an adverse influence on these youth. School ftdrop-
outs" are still relatively hieh. Another social problem is that of 
drug addiction. In his study of young male Negro drug addicts in 
Chicago, Finestone (22) suggests that their addiction is intimately 
tied up to the condl tions of their social group, and that improved 
eduoational, eoonomic and occupational conditions will deorease 
this type of addict. 
Along this same line, Berry (40) quotes James B. Conant, 
past President of Harvard University: 
The buildlng up of' a mass of unemployed and fr1.lstrated Negro 
vnnt.h tn conP.'ested areas of a city is a social phenomenon 
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that may be compared to the piling up of inflamable material 
in an empty building in a city block. Potentialities for 
trouble - indeed, possibility of disaster - are surely there. 
(40, p. 14) 
In a limited study by D'Amico (19), he found that teachers 
of Negro children, elementary and high school, reported that unex-
c:.lsed absence was the most frequent problem. This study was con. 
fined to in-school behavior. 
Since the instrument used in this present survey was the 
Mooney Problet:l Checkli,st, some of the reIn ted materials 'lsing this 
same procedure are mentioned. For the most part, research using 
this technique, is found in unpublishe~ theses. 
On the college level, Congdon (18) found that: a) there was 
a definite relationship between the Bell Adjustment Inventorz and 
the Mooney: Problem Check List when similar areas were compared, and 
b) there was n tendency for those who had lower grades to have more 
;lroblems in the ff Adjustment to Collese Work" area. 
At North Carolina College, the check list serves a slightly 
different purpose in the survey made by Brown (17). Instead of in-
vestigating the areas of students' problems, the .faculty was 
Greatly interested in whether or not significant differences ex-
isted between proba.tion and honor students. Since all probation 
stUdents were considered potential dropouts, instr~ctors ~anted to 
discover to what extent factors other than mental ability were in-
fl'.lencinc academic success. Results of this study showed that 
problems bear a direct relationship to effectiveness in academic 
work. 
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The su.rveys done on the high school level seem to be more 
numerous. Five of these 11'.111 be cited. 
In his investigation, McIntyre (47) reported on the validit'jl 
of the check list, which he administered to grades ten to twelve at 
the Chester High School, Chester, Pennsylvania. Two of the predic-
tions he made in order to prove the validity of this tool, and 
which are of interest to this present study are: one, that negroes 
would have more problems in the area of "Finances, Living Condi-
tions, and Employment" than whites; and the other, that girls would 
check more problems than boys in the area of "Courtship, Sex, and 
Marriage." His findings substantiated his predictions. 
Mother Moody (49) in her St1 dy surveyed 740 eleventh grade 
students from three Catholic higb schools for girls. In summariz-
ing her results, she found that there is a definite need to enhance 
and enrich the guidance programs in Catholic high schools. The 
problem area of these eleventh grade students centered in items 
most frequently checked in the "Courtship, Sex, and Marriage" area, 
and least .frequently in the rt tllrriculum and Teaching Procedure" 
area. 
Ruth Gorman (46) dId a very intensive analysis on comparing 
the problems of junior and sen.ior grade students in a specialized 
school, Jones Cammerc.ial High School. She found that the problems 
differ greatly between the eleventh and the twelfth grade in a spe-
cial school such as the Jones Commercial. Problems in the area, 
ffpersonal-Psycholoeical Relations'· were most :frequently checked, 
while those in the area, "The Future: Vocational and Educational" 
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were least frequently checked. She also stressed that the students 
indicated a need for Individ~al help. 
A limited study by Smith (37), p'l'blished in 1961, reported 
the frequoncies of problems checked on the high-school form ot the 
Moone!, Problem Check Lis.,i by 150 rural and urban Negro children of 
North Olrollna. The three Major areas of concern for the rural 
children were: "Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment" - 12% 
"Adjustment to School Work" - 11%, "Future: Vocational and Educa-
tional" - 10%; for the urban ch1l6ren: "Adjustment to School Work" 
- 12%, "CUrriculum and '1'eaching Procedure lf - 11%, "Personal-Psycho-
logical Relations" - 10%. The rural children checked an average 
of 33.15 problems, while ti1e urban children checked an average at 
52.68. The author concludes that the awareness of problems Is in-
fluenced by the rural or urban way of 11fe. 
Another recent survey was conducted by Werwick (48). He 
,lsed the check list in six Catholic high schools in the middle-
class area in Chicago. The population comprised 708 girls and '785 
boys 1n the eleventh grades. The performance results according to 
problem-area showed that the girls checked 25,653 statements with 
the area. of "Personal-Psychological Relations" as the highest -
~5.5%, and the area, "Morals and Religion," as the lowest - 4.5%. 
~he boys checked 43.759 statements with the area of "Adjustment to 
~chool Work" as the highest - 14.5%, and the areas of "TIealth and 
Physical Development" and "Home and Family" as the lowest - both 
~.5';. 
The data for the use of the Mooney Problem Check List at the 
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junior high level 1s very limited. D,vight and Mooney (20) con-
dacted a :3tudy in three La.}:ewood, Ohi 0 Junior High Schools. Re-
sponses from 138 girls and 148 boys revealed that these young 
adolescants felt that school problems were the greatest. Fear of 
falling examinat.ions, inability to concentrate and too mnch home ... 
work were the COIllril0n SOi.lrces of concern. In the area of heal tIl, 
the chief problems were being overwoight. and not gettinG enou.gh 
sleep, while, in the social area, the desire to learn to dance, 
keep a oonversation go in£:: , make a good appea.rance and lea:ran correct 
manners headed the frequencies. 
One study which relates more closely to the present investi-
gation, althougb not parallel to it, 1s the study that was conduct8c 
by Cowan (45). He llndertoo1c the study of six hundred Negro stu-
dents in Stephens-Lee High School, Asheville, North Carolina. The 
population included students from elt;hth, ninth, tenth a.nd eleventt 
grades. His results are Given by areas and individua.l items, by 
sex and age groups. H.e demonstra.tes the fact that the problr:;ms of 
some students are well distributed over the eleven areas, while 
other st~dents tndicated constellations in single areas with few 
ramifications into other areas. 
Table XIV shows that the problems in the area of ftAdjllstment 
to School Work" are of particular concern to most of the students. 
"Finances, Living COTI<H tiona, and Emplo:-rment" ranks as the second 
area of import,;:l.TIce, while the area of "Health and Physical Develop-
ment" ranks third. (45, p. 64) 
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The highest item-frequency according to percentages were as 
follows: Wondering What I'll be like ten years from now - 5l.7~, 
Wanting to earn some of my own money - 47.8%, Wondering if I'll be 
a success in llfe - 33.5%, weak eyes - 29.8%, Forgetting things -
29.2%, Not taking same things seriously enough - 28~. 
In this same study, Table XXI shows that there are ten prob-
lems which consistently decrease in importance from the eighth 
grade, while there are seventy problems that consistently increase 
from eighth grade through the upper grades. (45, p. 135) 
After reading and evaluating materials related to the prob-
lems of youth, the present investigator found a rich harvest of 
litera'cure written about adolescence in general, but found only a 
limited amount of empirical data in the field of early adolescent 
behavior. 
CHAPTF.R III 
DESIGN OF PRESENT STUDY 
The purpose of this study has been to obtain, analyze and 
compare the problem area or Negro students who attend junior high 
school. The method employed was the administration of the Moonel 
Problem Check List to these students, and the statistical interpre-
tation of the results. This survey was undertaken with the hope 
that it would provide helpftll materials tor future teachers of 
Negro adolescents. 
The Moonel Problem Check List was chosen as the measuring 
instrument because one of its forms (Form J) was designed for the 
junior high population, because the check list could be adminis-
tered and scored with ease, and because the relationship between 
problems show in associated areas. 
The Problem Check Lists originated in the desire of Ross L. 
Mooney to systematize his methods of discovering the problems ot 
young people. The items for the pre-editions of the various forms 
were developed from a master list of over 5,000 items which were 
gathered from an intensive analysis of the responses of several 
thousand students. The first published editions of the three edu-
cational forms were ready in 1941 and 1942. 
The revision for these forms appeared in 1950. In regard to 
the Junior High School Form, the original data from 1942 were 
1A 
supplemented by studies conducted in 20 schools and involving 
3,854 cases. 
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This form can be briefly described as a six-page folder con-
taining 210 items and three questions. The problem areas into 
which thirty each of the 210 problems fall are these seven: 
HPD Health and Physical Development 
S School 
HF Home and Family 
~VF Money, Work, the Future 
BG Boy and Girl Relations 
PG Relations to People in General 
SO Self.centered Concerns 
Any subsequent reference to the problem areas will be by the 
initial symbol: i.e. se for Self-centered concerns, etc. 
Mooney and Gordon (42) state that since the check lists are 
not built as tests, but that they are to be used for a variety of 
purposes, a single over-all index of validity of the check lists 
would be therefore quite meaningless. Likewise, no table of norms 
is presented, since no real score is obtained, simply a count of 
the problems which the student has checked as personal concerns. 
Therefore, the authors believe that, in view of the purposes tor 
administering the check lists, local norms are the most valuable. 
Also, since scores are not obtained, the problems of relia-
bility are not the same as those of tests yielding scores. However. 
the authors do conclude that: 
••• while the Problem Check Lists mIst be, and are, so designed 
as to reflect cbanging situations and experiences in the indi-
vidual case, they nevertheless exhibit sufficient stability to 
warrant general program planning on the basis of survey results. 
(42, p. 9) 
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As for the organization of the Check List, Gordon and Mooney 
(24) defend the Check List on the basis of a study in which only 22 
students out of 126 recognized the patterning of items by areas. 
They pointed out Ca) that on personal questionnaires, with identi-
fied areas, individuals tend to skip Whole areas that appeared in-
appropriate to them, and (b), they are careful not to mark too many 
items which might "stigmatize" them. Therefore, it is important 
that relatively few students were found to recognize the organiza-
tion. 
Usually the many reasons for which this check list is admin-
istered, fall into these five classes: 
1. To facilitate counseling interviews 
2. To make group surveys leading to plans for individualized 
action 
3. As a basis for homeroom, group guidanoe and orientation 
programs 
4. To increase teacher understanding in regular classroom 
teaching 
5. To conduct research on the problems of youth. (42, p. 3) 
The present study conforms to the last reason stated, and 
in particular, to investigate the changes and differences in prob-
lems in relation to age and sex. 
The reViewer, Lentz (29), says that he "knows of no alterna-
tive or comparable instrument designed for the same purpose. It 
seems to constitute a unique contribution to our counseling aids 
and techniques." (29, p. 67) 
Jones (27) also commends the authors for the limited claims 
~de for the instrument, and advocates the use of the Check List 
for research "as a means of discovering topics for discussion to 
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throw light on educational needs, and to study problec clusters, 
trends and differences among groups.tI (27, p. 74) 
In the present study, the check lists were administered to 
340 students in four Catholic schools where the population was pre-
dominantly Negro. Several lists had to be disoarded, however, for 
the following reasons: twenty-one were checked by non-Negro stu-
dents; three lists were unmarked, and one list had all the items 
ohecked several times. Therefore, the total number of lists oon-
sidered was 315. 
Before deoiding the design of c~mparison or the statistios 
to be used, a pilot study was conducted in one catholio sohool 
which had a junior-high Negro POPULi tioD. l)tlring this first admin-
istration, it was observed that the majority of the students were 
eager to par.ticipate, but that some stUdents were slow in the actu-
al performance. This fact, no doubt, was due to reading diffioul-
ties, for questions as to the meaning of such items as, "Awkward in 
meeting people" and "Clash of opinions," etc. were asked. In chec~ 
lng the results of this first study, it was noted that the boys w_ 
more advanoed in age than the girls per grade level. It was fur-
ther observed that several students misinterpreted the second ques-
tion, "Would you like to spend more time in sohool in trying to do 
something about some o:f your problems 1°. The misunderstanding of 
this question was typified by suoh responses as, "No, we're in 
school long enou£;h all day all week. I don't wanta go to school 
any loneer. It 
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After due permission was sec'J.red from the lhlperintendent ot' 
the Archdiocesan schools of Chicago and from the four high school 
principals, the investigator administered the Cl."leck Lists wi thin a 
month's span, a t an a..ppointed time designated by the prinoipal of 
each school. ~1e following explanation and directions were given 
to each group: 
Class, each year mlch money 1s spent and many efforts are made 
to find out how teaohers and educators can improve their teaoh-
inc, L~idanoe and the whole school situation in order to best 
help you and other students to get the most out of your school-
ing. When work of this type is done, 1t is usually called re-
search work, and it requires many studies and the oooperation 
of many people. Now, because your principal, ._ , 
and your teacher, ,,,' haire been so generous and 
gracious, they have given me permlssion to come hf!re today to 
ask you to help me in the research work that I have started. 
My main reason for doing this work is to find out all I ean 
about the problems of hoys and girls your age. Several years 
ago Dr. Ross Mooney and his co-workers published a list of 
problems which boys and girls had suggested were the most 
common problems for them. This is the list which you have just received. Please keep in mind that this is not a test. 
In other words there are no right or wrong an swers. What you 
might check as a problem, may not be one for another person in 
this group_ Also no one should feel that he is under obliga-
tion to check the list at all. If you do not wish to take part 
in this research, then just put the list aside and use this per 
iod as a study-hour. However, I do hope that t110St of you will 
want to oontribute, because it will be an opportunity tor you 
to help adults understand young people better. 
Before going over the cirections for checking this list, fill 
out the top part of the first page with the exoeption of your 
name. Since your list will not be identified in any way, you 
should feel freer to be frank and honest. On the line in place 
of your name, I would like you to put how many brothers and 
sisters you have and what your p1aoe is among them. This can 
be done very easily if yrnA follow these points, and watch the 
examples that I shall place on the blackboard. 
1. Think of all your brothers and Sisters, beginning with 
the oldest and coming downward to the youngest. 
2. Use the initial "B" f'or boy and "G" for girl, and write 
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these in order across the line, beginning with the oldest; 
for example, if the oldest in your family is a girl, put 
G first: if the next is a boy, put a B, and so on. Be 
sure to put a letter down for yourself. 
3. Draw a circle around the letter which stands for you. If 
you have any questions, I shall be elad to answer them. 
The directions for checking the list are [iven to you on the 
first page. After you ha.ve read throueh the list carefully 
and have drawn a line under the problems which are troubling 
you, I would like you to go back over those which you have 
marked and select those which are more serious than the 
others. Please star these by marking an asterisk before the 
n:.lmber of the problem. When you have finished, be sure to do 
the questions on the last page. If you have any particular 
problem not mentioned in the list and it 1s important to you, 
then write about this under #1. Also, I would like to call 
YOl.lr attention to questIon #2. This question has confused 
aome pupils. The idea expressed in it means time within the 
school day, not the lengthening of the school day. You may 
have the full period in which to work. Again, if there are 
any ques tions, I shall be glad to help you. You may now 
begin. 
Liberty to check the list was given to the pupils in order 
to avoid some of the criticisms that were beIng made by countless 
sources in regard to the ethics of school childrents being ex-
!plotted for the sake of researchers, and their being subjected to 
some questionnaires which suggest problems and worries to children 
and also pry into their intimate affairs. Among other critica, 0' 
Meara (43) writes that the use of these methods (and in partieular, 
cites examples from the college and high-school forms of the Mooney 
Problem Check List) fosters disrespect for parents and family life, 
emphasizes introspection on personal problems and encourages secu-
laristic thinking. It was in view of these judgments, that freedom 
to contribute to this survey was given. Only three (two boys and a 
girl) of the 340 pupils chose to leave the list unmarked. Although 
the others appeared enthusiastic, it may well be due to the fact 
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that this was a novel diversion from their regular school work. 
The .foregoing set of direotions inolude those stated in the 
thh'd paragraph because it was of interest to the investigator to 
see whether or not there was any noticeable relationship between 
the size of the family or the position of the individual within the 
family, with the number of problems cheeked. The results showed 
that the girls ranged from one to thirteen children per family, 
with a median of four children and a mean average of 3.3; While tor 
the boys, the range was from one to fourteen children, median of 
three and a mean of 3.1. It was computed that nine per cent of the 
girls and 15 per cent of the boys were checked as the only Child of 
the family. There was no significant difference observed between 
the perc entages of problems checked by these pupils and those who 
came from the largest families. Likewise, there was no appreciable 
difference found in the amount of problems checked by the oldest 
child in the family as contrasted to those checked by the y~~ngest. 
The interpretation and the statistical treatment of the 
meaningful results of this survey w111 be discussed in the rollow-
1ng chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
In order to oompare the frequenoies with whioh eaoh of the 
210 problems were checked by the boys' group with the girlst group, 
the frequenoies were converted into a percentage of that whole 
group. The same prooedure was used for oomparison of the results 
of the seventh grade girls with the ninth grade girls, and the sev-
enth grade boys with the ninth grade boys. 
The signifioanoe of the differenoe between the peroentages 
of the two groups were tested against the null hypothesis - the hy-
pothesis that no differenoe exists between the two groups; in other 
words, it was assumed that any differenoe measured were due to 
ohanoe factors. To test this hypothesis, the following formula 
from Garrett (7) for the standard error of a peroentage differenoe 
was used: 
Then to determine the signifioanoe of the differenoe, the t - test 
was used. It was assumed that aboat one-twentieth of the oompari-
sons would equal or exoeed a P of 0.05 due entirely to the opera-
tion of chanoe faotors, whioh in the present study would be 10.5 
pairs. Therefore, several more than this number must be obtained 
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to indicate that the difference between the groups is signifioant. 
The aforementioned formula was first used to investigate the 
significant differences between the percentages of problems checked 
by girls and those checked by the boys. 
The difference between a few items are highly significant, 
that is, they are significant at the 0.01 level of confidenoe. 
Those differences whioh are signifioant at the 0.05 level of confi-
dence include a total of 55 problems, five times the quantity nec-
essary to rule out the probability of chance faotors. The largest 
number of these differences are in the fields of Boy and Girl Rela-
tions and Self-centered Conoerns. The entire spread of these oan 
be seen in Table I. 
Several factors may be assumed to be responsible in the con-
sideration of these results. For example, some problems may vary 
because of the studentts experience, his or her awareness ot prob-
lems and the willingness to check these. Some differences are open 
to speculation, while others are self-evident. The latter factor 
1s t~le, particularly in the area of BG. The following discussion 
considers the problems by area, according to the divisions in Table 
I. 
In the area of HPD nine problems show significant differe~s 
between the groups, with the girls having a greater number of h1gbr 
peroentages, except in one case. Four problems, "Too tall," "Poor 
complexion," "Poor posture," and "Overweight" may be accounted for 
by the physical developmental changes and the emphasis girls place 
on appearance as a measure of accentance and social suooess. The 
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other four items, "Often have headaches," "Don't get enough sleep," 
"Often have a sore throat," and "Often have pains in my stomach" 
are mora difficult to explain. One conjectllre is that since girls 
usually mature more quickly than boys, these problems are more n_"-
to them at this time. Another speculation for the first two of 
these problems is that the strls may spend their 01It-or-school time 
in more reading and viewing or television rather than participating 
in other activities, snch as outdoor sports. lIence, eye-strain a:r1d 
lack of sleep may be the results. The one problem trom this area 
which the boys marked significantly higher, "Not being as strong as 
some other kidS," can be explained on the basia that young male 
adolescents consider strength as a mark of masculinity. 
In the S area, six problens are significantly different, 
with a reverse to the above situation, for here the boys show 
h1gher percentages than the girls with one exception. Three of 
these problems emphasized by the bOYS, "Getting low grades in 
school," "Trouble with spelling" and "Wot getting along with a 
teacher" seem to be interdependent and to be indicators of general 
lower achievement for the boys in comparison to the girls, especi-
ally since 50.3%, of the boys checked "Getting low grades in school." 
There also seems to be a relationship between the two problems, 
"Afraid to speak up in class" and "Not enough disoussion in class." 
It is interesting to not~ that the ratio hetween the percentages 
of these two items for each gr~~p is almost identical - 2.7. Fear 
of tnlking in class is common amone adolescents, especially among 
boys, perhaps beoause their voices are changing. The problem which 
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the girls checked more frequently than the boys, "Afraid of tests," 
may be due to too great a pressure for good marks, either by teach-
ers, parents, or by the girls' own desires to do well. 
In the field of HP, there is more uniformity, since only 
four problems are significantly dIfferent. Three of these, "Par-
ents separated or divoroed," "Unable to discuss certain problems at 
home" and "Not telling parents everything" are checked by a greater 
percentage of girls. This may be due to the girls' natural greater 
reserve, need for protection and sensitivity to interpersonal rela-
tionships. On the other hand, perhaps more girls than boys, in 
this population, are from "broken homes." The other two problems 
seem closely assooiated. One would expect the boys to oheck the 
problem, "Wanting mare freedom at home" as of greater signifioance 
to them than to the girls, because this is in keeping with the 
boys' natural aggressive behavior. 
In the MWF area, there are also only four problems which are 
significantly different. Two of these, "Needing a job during vaca-
tion" and "Concerned about military service, ff checked by a higher 
percentage of boys, are self-evident, if the role of the boy in to-
day's society is considered. The girls have a higher frequency for 
"Deciding what to take in high school" and "Wondering what becomes 
of people when they die." The first of these suggests that the 
Girls have more interest in school work, While the latter leaves 
room for speculation. 
Although there are eleven problems in the EO area, which 
differ si,,;nificantly, four of these are due to obvious reasons. 
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"Wantinr; to knoW' more abo'lt girls" and "'{!antine; to knO".'f more about 
boys" were checked more frequently by the opposite sex raspeotive13 
likewise, the problems, "Girl friend" and "Boy friend." 
A teenage girl is usua.lly aware at an earlier age of her 
rele. ti onship wi t::l others tha.n are boys. Therefor2- it is not su.r-
prisinc to find a greater percenta.ge of the cirls checking the 
items, "Too little cha.nce to go to pa.rties," "Not allowed to have 
de. tea, n "TrOl,lble in keeping a. converse. tion going" and "'Cmbarrassed 
to talk about sex." A creater percentage of the :-,o'1s checked 
"Laarninc; how to dance*' and "Think1ng too much about the opposite 
sex." These items have hiGh frequencies for boys in the study con-
ducted by Cowan (45), which seems to indicate that this is a typ1-
cal situation. 
If the four obv1ous differences in the BG area are dis-
counted, then the last area, thut of sa contains the lareest number 
of significant differences. These differences are found in eleven 
problems, with the girls hav1ng the highest percentages, except for 
the problem "Giving in to temptation, If which was marked more fre-
quently by the boys_ This result (item ohecked by the boys) is 
consistent wi th the results of severa.l studies, and in partioular, 
with Fleegets (5) comprehensive study on the self-revelution of the 
adolescent boy_ 
The assumption that Girls are more lntrospc~ctive by :nature, 
and therefore more acutely self-conscious, may contribute to their 
high percentages for the problems, ftBelnc nervous," "Gettine; too 
excited," "Not having as much fun as the other kldn," "Worrying," 
TABLE I 
SIGNIFICANT D!F~~F~CES BETWEEll PERC~fTAGES OF PROBLEMS 
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
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PERCENTAGES 
AREA PROBLEV.s BOYS amLS 
HPD 
- 12.4 21.4 Otten have headaches 
Dontt get en~~gh sleep 34.1 49 .. 3 
Too tall tor my age 9.3 21.4 
Having poor posture 8.'7 18.8 
Poor complex1 on or skin trouble 14.3 36.3 
Overweight 8.0 32.4 
Otten have a sore throat 9.9 24.0 
Otten have pains in my stomach 15.5 29.8 
Not being as strong as gome pther kids 22.9 7.8 
S 
- Getting low grades in school 50.3 34.4 
Afraid of tests 31.0 42.8 
Trouble with spel11ng and gra,mmar 38.5 22.7 
Not getting along with a teacher 21.1 6.4 
Afrait! to speak up in class 49.6 24.6 
Not enough discussion in classes 18.1 9.5 
HF 
- Parents separated or divorced 14.2 24.0 
Unable to discuss certain problems 
at home 23.6 37.0 
Not telling parents everything 25.4 35.7 
Wanting more freedom at home 29.8 17.5 
MWF 
- Deciding What to take in high school 23.6 37.6 
Needing a job during vacation 42.8 28.5 
Concerned about military service 35.4 3.2 
Wondering what becomes of people when 
they die 19.2 27.9 
Ba 
- Too little chance to go to parties 17.3 31.1 
Not allowed to have dates 6.8 20.7 
Wanting to know more about girls 22.9 9.7 
Wanting to know more about boys 1.8 25.9 
No place to entertain friends 19.2 32.4 
Trouble in keeping a conversation going 19.8 34.4 
Girl friend 21.1 7.'7 
Boy friend 2.4 20.1 
Learning how to dance 26.0 16.2 
Thinking too much about the opposite sex23.6 12.9 
Embarrassed to talk about sex '7.4 16.8 
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TABLE I (continued) 
P:ER CENT AGES 
AREA PROBLEMS BOYS GIRLS 
PG 
Bash.ful 30.4 16.8 
Never chosen as a leader 11.1 19.4 
Wanting a more pleasing personalIty 19.2 38.9 
Feelings too easily h~rt 18.6 33.7 
Missing someone very much 20.4 31.4 
Feeling nobody likes me 7.4 16.7 
Getting into ar~~ments 16.7 28.5 
Being stubborn 13.0 32.4 
Disliking someone 21.7 30.5 
No one to tell my troubles to 13.0 29.2 
§..Q : 
Being nervous 27.3 35.7 
Getting too exoited 12.4 22.0 
Giving in to temptation 32.2 14.2 
l'Tot ha. vine as r:l11ch .fun as the other 
kids 17.3 25.9 
Worrying 21.1 29.8 
Sometimes wishing ltd never be~n born 27.~ 46.1 
Being oareless 11.1 22.0 
Forgotting things 24.8 44.1 
Feeling ashamed of something I've done 13.0 29.2 
Sometimes lying without meaning to 20.4 31.1 
Finding it ha.rd to taU:: about my 
troubles 22.3 37.0 
ItPorgetting things," "Belng careless," "Feeling ashamed of some-
thing I've done," "Sometimes lying without meaning to U and "Some-
times wishing I'd never been born.n Sinee the latter problem -No.S 
checked by so many girls (46.1%), it wa3 conjectured that this was 
due to the fact that the girls resented beinc of the Negro race. 
However many authors. including Cole (1) and Strang (14) list this 
problem as a con~on one a~one adolescents in general. 
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Table II shows the total problems and the serious problems 
,~hecked, wtt;"1 the correspondlnr; percentaGes of t.he whole. The two 
Bro1.lps (boys a.nd ztrIs) checked a total of 13,848 problems with an 
l1:;;pro::dmate average of 44 problems per person. The entire gro'.l.p 
checked 2,732 problams as serlo'.ls ones, with an average of nine 
problems. It 1s interesting to note the similarity of the ranking 
of areas for the general problems and the serious ones, with the 
exception of the last two areas, PG and 00, which are interchanged 
in position. However the differences are very slight, for in the 
case of cener~l problems, the area PG ranks above the sa ~rea by 
teree tenths perc ent, and for the serio~ls probl':"m9, the PG area 
r~lnks below the. t of BG by f1 ve-tenths per cent. 
\Vhilc the first two nreas, S and SC, rank in the same posi-
tion for each total, the difference between the two areas for gen-
erial problems is very slight - six tenths per cent, wf'ereas the 
d.ifference for serious problems is more marked. This distinction 
seems to indicate that the grO'"lp has some appreciation of the rela 
tive 1mportsnce of problems. 
The r.ext table, Table III indicates the areas of total prob 
lerrs ran~.{ed s~pa.rately for boys and girls, and also states the per 
centaees of the whole. It 1s evident that only in the area ~VF 1s 
the ra.nk for both groups the sam.e. The ranking of these areas 1s 
consistent with the results shown in Table I for the significant 
differences of problems between boys and girls. For example, 1.n 
the S area which ranks first for the boys, it was demonstrated tha 
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TABLE II 
TEST RESULTS FOR TOTAL POP~LATION 
AND PER CENTAGE OF ViHOLE 
-
GENERAL PROBLEMS SERIOUS PROBLEMS 
AREA NUMBER % AREA NU:b.IrBER % 
S 2,530 18.4 S 526 19.3 
SO 2,475 17.8 SO 436 18.8 
WF 2,210 15.9 MWF 421 15.4 
H.F 1,765 12.8 HF 389 14.2 
HPD 1,638 11.8 HPD 336 12.4 ; 
PG 1,638 11.8 BG 319 11.7 
BG 1,592 11.5 PG 305 11.2 
-
TOTALS 13,848 2,732 
N: 315 Average' 44 Average = 9 
differenoes, whereas in the SO area, the first in rank for the 
girls, the girls have the greater peroentage tor ten out of eleven 
signifioantly different problems. It was likewise shown that the 
MWF area has greater uniformity. It would seem, however, that 
these results would show a greater difference in the ranking, par-
ticularly for the areas S and SO. Therefore, it oan be ooncluded 
that individual problems differ significantly for boys and girls, 
but general areas do not. 
A breakdown of the results for the rank order of each area, 












PROBLEM AREAS OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
AND PERC£i{TAGE OF lfVHOLE 
BOYS GIRLS 
NUMBER % AREA NO'MBER 
1322 19.9 se 1314 
1161 17.5 S 1208 
1150 17.3 MWF 1060 
850 12.7 Pc} 935 
'739 11.2 HF 915 
732 10.9 HPD 899 






















great uniformity in rank for the boys, because with three excep-
tions, the ranks are the same. The girls have more fluct1.lations 
in the ranking of areas; only one area is the same - the MNF area. 
For both the boys and girls of each grade, the ~1WF area ranks 
third. 
In regard to the average number of problems for each indivi. 
dual, the seventh grade boys have a mean of 49.3, and the eighth 
and ninth boys have the same - 38.2. The mean for the seventh 
grade girls, 49.5, is similar to that of seventh grade boys. For 
the eighth grade girls the mean is 41.5, while tor the ninth grade 
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TAF;LE IV 
RESULTS FOR RA CH AREA A eCORDING TO 





SEVEl{TH EIGHTH NnlTH 
AREA NUMBER AREA NUMBER ARF..A l1u!'tIBER RANK ORDER 
-."",~ 
S 416 S 461 S 445 1 
se 404 se 418 JlNP 415 2 
Idv'iF 337 )fIlF 398 se 339 3 
HF 303 HF 288 HF' 259 4 
EO 258 HPD 265 BG 246 5 
: 
HPD 252 PO 237 HPD 222 6 
PG 251 BG 228 PG 215 7 
TOTALS 2,221 - 2,141 2,295 
N= 45 M II 49.3 N: 60 M 11 38.2 N. 56 M·38.2 
~---------~-------------------~-~~~~--~--~~-~~--~------------~-~--. 
GIRLS 
se 473 s 444 sa 410 1 
S 439 sa 431 8 325 2 
WfF 366 KWF 375 M.WF 319 3 
HF 360 PO 312 PO 275 4: 
PO 348 HPD 309 HF' 274 5 
HPD 334 BG 296 BG 260 6 
BO 304 HF' 281 IIPD 256 7 
TOTALS 2,624 2,~ 2,119 
N- 53 M· 49.5 No: 59 .-41.5 N· 42 M.a 50.4 
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girls, there is a decided increase - 50.4. This point of high av-
erage will be referred to ag&in in relation to the areas of serious 
problems. 
Ten specific problems checked most freq'J.ently by the boys 
and by the girls are shown in Table V. Those problems checked more 
freq'J.cntly by the boys fall into three areas S, ~~1F and SO with 
over half in the S area. The problema checked more frequently by 
tbe girls fall into five areas, S. SO, MWF, HPD and HP, with three 
problf3ms in each the S and SO areas. 
It is obs~rved from this table that three out of the ten 
highest frequencies are the same for each group, although ranked 
differently. These problElms are: "Wanting to earn some of my own 
money" (MWF), checked by 53.9 per cent of the girls (Rank 1) and 
by 50.3 per cent of the boys (Rank 2.5); "Trouble with arithmetic" 
(S), checked by 45.9 per cent of the boys (Rank 5.3) and by 44.1 
per cent of the girls (Rank 7.); and "So often feel restless in 
classes" (8), checked by 45.9 per cent of the boys (Rank 5.5) and 
by 45.1 per cent of the girls (Rank 5). Since this population 
comes from a low-average economic backgr~lnd, coupled with the 
adolescent's desire tor independence, it is understandable that the 
problem, "wanting to earn some of rrry own money" would be checked so 
frequently. Restlessness seems to be a characteristic of Negro 
children, especially when they are confined for any length of time, 
therefore, it 1s not surprising to see the item, "So often restless 
in classes" checked by both boys and girls. The reason for "Tro~ 
RANK 
TABU;: V 
TEN SPECIFI C PROBLEMS CHECiffiD MOST FRmtENTLY 
BY BOYS 
onDER AREA PROBLEM 
1 S Not spending enough time in study 



















MWF Wanting to earn some of my own money 
S Af~aid of failing in school work 
S Trouble with arithmetIc 
S Can't keep my mind on my studIes 
S So often feel restless in olasses 
M.WF WantIng to buy more of my own things 
MWF Needing a job during vacations 
se TryinG to stop a bad habit 
BY GIRLS 
J1WF Wanting to earn some ot my own money 
S AfraId to speak up in class 
HPD Don't get enough sleep 
se Being afraid of making mistakes 
S So often feel restless in classes 
se Sometimes wishIng I'd never been born 
S Trouble with arithmetic 
se Forgetting things 
HF Wanting to live in a different 
neighborhood 














































wi th ari thmetio It belng so hi;::h ~monS both groups is no doubt due to 
a comblnation of !:..~ny factors, ra.th~l" than 8. 3i:181e one within this 
population. 
A li::3t of the most frequently checked problems from. each 
area, aocording to grade a.nd sex 1s in Table VI. Despite the fact 
that the findings shown in Table I indicate that there are signi!i-
oa.rlt dIfferences ln the p:r'oblems of boys and ~irls, Table VI show 
the great sirni,lari ty in those problems from each a.rea marked i:10St 
freq'lently by the variol.ts groups. This ls illustrated by the re-
sults of the UPD area. 
In the HPD area, the problem "Don't get enough sleep" 1s 
checked with the highest frequency five times, :ret due to a hlgber 
percentage of girls marking this item, it was found to be signifi-
cantly different from the boys' freqilEmcy. The eir::,hth gra.de boys 
also marked "Have trouble with my teethtf with the same amount of 
freq'lency as "Don't get enough sleep," and the ninth grade boys 
checked 1fOften not hungry for rn:y meals" as their highest. 
In the S area the seventh grade bays and the eighth grade 
girls marked "Trouble with arithmet1c" more frequently. The eighth 
grade girls also marked "Afraid of failing in school work" with the 
same frequency and the ninth grade boys too have this problem 
checked the most. The eighth grade boys checked "Getting low 
grades in school as the highest, while the seventh grade and ninth 
grade girls checked "Afraid of tests" and "Afra.1d to speak up in 
class" respectively. 
TABLE VI 
ITEMS CHE C'l{h.2) MOST FRmUi;NTLY IN EA elI AREA 
A CCORDING TO GRADE AND SEX 
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'7 Don't get enough SIiep 
8 Don't get enough sleep 
Have trouble with my teeth 






I 7 Don't get enmleh sleep 27 17.5 
R a Don't get enough sleep 34 22.1 




0 7 Trouble with arithmetic 24 14.9 
Y 8 Getting low grades in school 30 18.6 














a Afraid of failing in school work 
Trouble with arithmetic 





-Worried about someone in the family 20 
Worried about someone in the family 21 
Unable to disouss oertain problems at home 14 



















7 Worried about someone in the family 17 
8 Worried about someone in the family 24 
Wanting to live in a different neighbor-
hood 24 
9 Not telling parents everything 21 
MWF 
-7 Wanting to earn some of my own money 23 
8 Wanting to earn some of my own money 27 









TABLE VI (continued) 
--------~--------------~--~-------------~----~---------------~-~~~ G 
I 7 Having no regular allowance 24 15.5 
R 8 Wanting to earn some of my own money 34 22.0 
L 9 Wanting to earn some of my own money 28 18.1 
S 
BG 
B 7 Nothing interestlng-to do in my spare time 18 11.1 
0 8 Too little chance to do what I want 17 10.5 
Y So often not allowed to go O:l tat night 17 10.5 
S 9 So often not allowed to go out at night 17 10.5 
















Too little chance to do what I want 
No place to entertain friends 
Trouble in keeping a conve~sation going 
PG 
Picking the wrong kind of friends 
Wanting to be more like other people 
Missing someone very much 











I 7 Missing someone very milch 23 14.9 
R 8 WHnting a more pleasing personality 24 15.5 




0 7 Tr:7ing to stop a bad habit 27 16.7 
Y 8 Being afraid of making mistakes 28 17.3 










Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 








"Worried about someone in the family" HF) is checked most 
-Prequently by the seventh and eighth grade 'boys and girls. ftWant-
inc: to live in a different neighborhood" is marked highest by the 
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ninth grade boys and the eighth grade girls. This point is signi-
ficant in view of current segregated residential areas. 
TIlere is great uniformity in ~VF area with five e~oups hav-
ing checked the problem to earn some of my own money" wit 
the greatest frequency. The exception is that of the seventh grad 
girls who marker, "Havin~ no regular allowance" the most often. No 
doubt these girls are not as mature as the older girls and would 
have even less of a chance to earn their own money, yet to obtain 
money regularly is a problem to them also. 
In the BG area the eighth grade,boys and the seventh grade 
girls checked "Too little chance to do what I want'· more frequentl;vi 
the eighth grade boys and the ninth grade boys both marked f·S O of;.. 
ten not allowed to go out at night," while the ninth grade boys 
girls checked "Trour.'le in keeping a conversation Boing. It These 
hieh frequencies of problems are typical for yount': adolescents, 
are seeking mOre independence and at the same time do not feel se-
cure enough to converse with the opposite sex. 
There 1s more of a scatter of high-frequency problems in the 
PG area, yet two of these rank the same: "Missing someone very 
much, ft checked by the seventh grade boys and [;irls; and "Wanting a 
more pleasing personality,fI checked by the eighth and ninth grade 
girls. This result is consistent with that found in Cowan's (45) 
study, where it is stated that 24.9 per oent or the girls checked 
this problem as against the boys' 9.1 per cent. 
"Being afraid of making mistakes" (PG) is checked by the 
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frequent problem in this area. The freq11sncy of this problem is 
not unusaal for adolescents who are unsure of themselves a.nd who 
tend to be overly self-conscious at this period. The other three 
problems, tlTrying to stop a bad habit," ffForgettin~ things" and 
"Sometimes wishing I'd never been born" were discussed earlier in 
this chapter. 
It was shown in Table II that the total population starred 
2,732 problems as being serious with an average of approximately 
nine problems per person. In order to investicate the serious 
problems of the total population, the ~ame procedure \,as followed 
as that for investigating the general probleY'ls. In other words, it 
was assumed that there was no significant difference between the 
percentages of the boys' serious problems and those of the girls. 
After using the formu.la from Garrett (7) and the t-test, it 
was found that only five problems starred for importance were sig-
nificantly different at the 0.05 level of confidence. Since this 
quantity was not sufficient to rule out the possibility of chance, 
the null hypothesis was accepted. 
The five problems which do differ SignIficantly are as fol-
lows: "Poor complexion or skin trouble lt (HPD), checked by 3.7 per 
cent of the boys and 14.2 per cent ot the girls; "Afraid to speak 
up in class 1t (S), by 3.7 per cent - boys and 12.3 per cent - girls; 
"Ullsble to discass certain problems at home" (HF), by boys - 2.4 
per cent and by girls - 12.3 per cent; "Wanting to live in a dif-
ferent neighborhood« (rW), by boys - 4.9 per cent and by girls -
14 .2 ner cent- and "Afraid 0'" the future" (MWF) by boys - 1.2 ner 
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cent and by girls - 9.0 per cent. It 1s of interest to note that 
in each case, the girls have the greater percentage. 
A list of the results for each area's serious problems nc-
cordinr; to sex and Grade level i.s shown in Table VII. From this 
table it can be seen that the S area ranks first for each grade 
level for boys and Cirls with the exception of the ninth grade 
boys. LIkewise, with one exception (eiehth r,rade eirls) the PO 
area ranks la.st for the other grade level, and ':Vith one exception, 
the first three ran kings for the gtrlB 8,r6 the same, S, SO and HF. 
It is of interest to note that 1;11e area J~f'liF incroases in 
rank with each successive grade level for the boys, that is, the 
:MWP area ranks third for the sev(~nth graders, second for the eight 
and first for the ninth graders. 
The same occurrence can be seen in the area of BG: for the 
seventh e;rade it ranks sixth; for the eighth grade, it ranks fifth 
and for the ninth grade, fo:u'th. Thes e trends for both the 1f<!lP an 
BG areas would seem to be expected in aocordance with the boys' 
physical and psychological development, and the subsequent chan0e 
of interests. The areas of the girls' problems do not seem to 
shift in any decided direction. 
In comparing the mean averaGes of the serious problems (Ta-
ble VII) with the mean averages of the tota.l problems (Table IV), 
it is found that the pattern of change is the same. In both oases 
the mean decreases from the seventh grade boysl to the eighth grade 
boys I, and rama ins the s~me for the ninth grade boys; for th9 girls, 
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TABLE VII 





SEVT~NTH EIGHTH NINTH RAl~K 
AR;~A NUMBlm AREA NU.!\':B&tt AREA :tfJJY.BER ORDER 
S 87 S 84 M'NF 76 1 
SO 71 MWF 69 S 72 2 
MV'fF 70 SO 62 HF 53 :3 
HF 59 HF 50 J3G 44 4 
HPD 55 BO 46 SO 39 5 
: 
BO 52 HPD 38 HPD 33 6 
PO 48 PO 31 PO 30 7 
TOTALS 442 380 347 
N: 45 Mill 9.8 N= 60 M~ 6.3 N.:a 56 M== 6.2 
-------------------------------------~--------------------------~-
GIRLS 
S 122 3 65 S 96 1 
SO 114 SO 59 SO 91 2 
lIP 95 MWF 54 rIF 88 3 
HPD 93 PO 46 HPD 75 4 
BG 80 !:IF 44 l'llt'lF 75 5 
lr'lVVF 77 HPD 42 BG 73 6 
PO 77 BG 27 PO 70 7 
TOTALS 658 337 568 
N.53 Ma 12.4 N& 59 1;:. 5.7 N .. 42 M- 13.5 
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with a definite increase for the ninth grade girls. 
Ten specific problems starred Most freq'lentl;l for beinc; ser-
ious ones, by the Girls and by the boys are given in Table VIII. 
For the boys, the problems f1l1 into four arl9a:3, S, 1\;r~;F, HPD, and 
PG, with 5 and MVIP eaoh having four problems; for the girls, the 
ten most frequent serious problems also fall into four areas, 5, 
HPD, HF, and S C, with four 'Problems in the S area. 
"Trouble with arithmetio" (S) heads both lists. The factors 
for this problem beine: of such serious importance to both grol..lps 
would seem to require ~..lrther investigation. Perhaps it could be 
conject':lred that it is the students' background, the ::uethods used 
to teach arithmetic, the teachers; the texts, lack of motivation, 
etc., b11t since this pODula tion was from four schools, any conc lu-
sian in this resard would be an oversimplification. 
"Wanting to earn some of my o?m money, ff "Don't get ,':"nougb 
sleep," and "Being afraid of mak1nf': mistakes" are serious problems 
checked by both boys and girls with approxlmate1y the same rank 
order. 
The rest of the s~rlo~ls problems for the boys fall into the 
Sand MllF areas. The MNF area includes "Wanting to earn som~ of 
my own money," "Needing a job during vacation,1J "Needing to find a 
part-time job now," and» Concerned about military serVice," 'Ithe 
problet'1s checked in the S area, other than the first one mont-loned 
3.re: "Afraid of fal1in: in 9chool work," "Can t t keep rrJ mind on 
tmy studles ll and "'rvorrled abo'lt my grades. 1I Allot.' these ohecked 
seem consistent with the results of the total problems checked b-'y 
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the boys with the following exception. "Don't get enough sleep" 
wns one that was significantly different with the higher percent-
ace in favor of the Girls. In re-examining indlvld~al check-list 
at randox, it was found t~at som~ of the discrepancy was due to 
tho fact that in several incicents this particular problem had not 
been checked as a general problem, but had been starred as a ser-
iO~JS one. 
'rhe most frequent serl QUS probl ems for the E;lrls (other than 
those already mentioned) are in the HPD, Sand HF areas. "PGor 
complex! on or sk1n tro~lble," "vVantlng to 11 ve in a differentY"ielgh~ 
borhood," "Unable to discuss certain problems at home" and "Afraid 
of tests" --these problems were dlsc,lssed prev1o'.lsly in this chap-
ter, which seems to indicate that the £;lrls are more sta.ble in the 
over-all checking. However, the problem "Afraid to speak up in 
class" which the girls c0nsider ser1ous, was marked with a h:'..f,her 
perccntar;o by boys, making this item significantly different in 
the comparison made between tl~e total probloms of boys and [trls. 
It is challenging to know wby there does not appear to be a 
higher correla.tion between the ten highest frequencies in the total 
problems and the ten hl.chest of the serious problems. One factor 
co,..:tld be that the studf'nt accepts many problems as com:::on, cvery-
day ones ftnd distlng:l.lsh others as be:.ng of more irnportance. I'or 
example, "Slow in readinG;" (S) was not one of' t:'19 hiZhcst freq;1ency 
prohlems chAcked by thA ":ir13 In thA t.ot31 11:1t of problems, nnc1 
yet ran~s 5.2 as a serious one for them. One ~ol~tlon then seems 
to be LhaL w:hlle s;':'uu.0nts may not be too cOnCel'Jk(: fronl day to day 
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TABLE VIII 
TEN SPECIFIC SERIOUS PROBLEMS CHECKED MOST FRmtr2.NTLY 
BY BOYS 
RANK 










S Trouble with arithmetic 
MWF Wanting to earn some of my own money 
MWF Needing a job during vacation 
mVF Needing to find a part-time job now 
HPD Don't get enough sleep 
S Afraid of falling in schOOl work 
S Can't keep my mind on my studies 
S Worried about my grades 
MWF Concerned about m111tary service 




















1 S Trouble with arithmetic 23 15.1 
2.5 HPD Poor complexion or skin trouble 22 14.3 
2.5 HF Wanting to live in a different neigh-
borhood 22 14.3 
4 HPD Don It get enough sleep 20 12.9 
5.2 S Afraid of tests 19 12.3 
5.2 S Slow in reading 19 12.3 
5.2 S Afraid to speak up in class 19 12.3 
5.2 HF Unable to discuss oertain problems at 
home 19 12.3 
9.5 
9.5 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
MWF Wanting to earn some of my own money 






about reading slowly, yet in the over-all objectives of schooling, 
passing tests, ete., this slowness in reading could be a serious 
problem indeed. This distlnction supports the statement made ear-
lier that students do have Ii sense of the relative importance of 
problems. 
To investigate the trends for each group in order to observe 
~heth8r Ii differenoe in age made a signifioant differenoe in the 
problems cheeked, the statistioal prooedure desoribed at the begin-
ning of this chapter and found in Garrett (7) for the standard er-
ror ot the difference of peroentages, was employed first to the 
~oys' group of seventh and ninth graders, and then to the girls' 
~roup of seventh and ninth graders. 
In examining the boys' problems, it was found that there are 
29 problems which differ significantly at 0.05 level of confidence 
as shown in Table IX. This quantity is suffioient to reject the 
~Jll-bypothesis that there was no significant difference in the pe~ 
pantages of problems marked by the seventh and ninth grade boys. 
Most of these significant differences can be attribut&d to 
~he growth and education of the boys, for it is interesting to note 
[;hat only seven o:t the twenty-nine significantly dirrerent problema 
~ncreased percentage-wise from the seventh to the ninth grader.; 
the rest decreased. Of those that increased in percentages. four 
TABLE IX 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PlmCENTAGBS OF PROBLEMS 










PROBLEM SEVENTH NINTH 
Don't get enough sleep 
Catoh a good many colds 
O£ten have pains in my stomaoh 
A£raid of falling in school work 
Trouble with writing 
Not getting along with a teacher 
Textbooks hard to understand : 
Afraid to speak up in class 
Dull classes 
Made to take subjeots I don't like 
Worried about someone in the family 
Spending money foolishly 
Needing to find a part-time job now 
Having less money than my friend has 
Wanting advioe on what to do atter high 
sohool 
Clash of opinions between me and my parents 
Wondering 1t Itl1 ever get married 
Nothing interesting to do in my spare time 
Not sure about proper sex behavior 
Picking the wrong kind of friends 
Wanting to be more like other people 
Feeling nobody understands me 
Getting into arguments 
Disliking someone 
Getting too excited 
Oetting into trouble 























































TABLE IX (oontinued) 







are in the S area: "Afraid of fai11ng in school work," "Not get-
ting along with a teacher," "Dull classes," "Made to take subjects 
r don't like." These proble~s do present serious conf11cts to the 
young adolescent. He 1s becoming more aware of the necessity ot 
an education and passini; grade levels on the one hand, and on the 
other, he often fails to see any relation between the subject mat-
ter he mjst take in sohool to 11fe situations. 
In the area of MWF there is an inorease of three problems' 
percentages: "Ne .::d1ng to find a part-time job now," "Wanting ad-
lTioe on what to do a.fter high school" a.nd ft Clash of opinions be-
~ween me and my parents." These problems are in keeping with a 
~oy' s incu~easlng need for Independenoe and selt-identification. 
rney are also realistio problema, especiAlly for the Negro boy 
~hose opportunit1es for part-time Jobs and employment after high 
~chool are limited. 
In contrast to the significant dIfferences found between 
~he seventh and ninth grade boys' problems, there were only seven 
~Ignificant differences fa~nd between the seventh and ninth grade 
;irls' problems. Therefore, in this case, the null-hypothesis was 
lccepted. 
The problems which do differ signifieantly in the two girls' 
~oups are as follows: "Too short for my age" (HPD), checked by 
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32.0 per cent of the seventh graders and 9.5 per cent of the ninth 
graders; "Afraid of tests" (8), by 60.3 per cent of the seventh 
graders and 38.0 per cent of the ninth graders; "Trouble with aritr 
metie" (8), by 49.0 of the seventh and 33.3 per cent of the ninth} 
"Needing to find a part-time job now" (MWF), by 16.9 per eent of 
the seventh and 54.7 per cent of the ninth; "Needing a job during 
vacation" (MNP), by 18.9 per cent of the seventh and 52.3 per cent 
of the ninth; "Not allowed to run around with kids I like" (BG), 
by 37.7 per cent of the seventh and 14.2 per cent of the ninth; 
and "Missing someone very much" (PG),by 43.3 per cent ot the seV-
enth and 23.8 per cent of the ninth graders. Only in the two I~VF­
area problems is there an increase in the percentage. The same 
reasons given for the differences in the boys' percentages, can be 
applied here too. 
It is satisfying to observe that an increase in age, educa-
tion and experience apparently resolve the majority of problems far 
the young adolescent. 
As a basis for comparing the general problem area of this 
survey with related studies, a recapitulation of the rank order of 
the total problems of this survey, according to grade, sex and 
grand total, is given in Table X. A similar listing for the rank 
order of serious problems is stated in Table XI. 
Although the following related surveys were based on the 
high school form of the Mooney Problem Check List, and the popula-
tions were older, yet the results indicate many similarities to 
the present study. 
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'rABfj:g X 
RECAPI'1.ULATIOtl OF RANK ORD1;;R OF AR;':AS 
A CCORDING TO GRADE AND SEX 
: I ; I I :: 
BOYS GIRr..s GRA1ID 
ARI~A '7 8 9 TOTAL '7 8 9 TOTAL TOTAL 
RPD 6 5 6 5 6 5 '7 6 6 
S 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 
HF 4: 4: 4 4: 4: 7 5 5 4 
MWF 3 3 2 :5 3 3 3 3 :5 
BG 5 '7 5 6 '7 6 6 7 5 
PG '7 6 7 7 5 4 4 4: '7 
sa 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 
TABLE XI 
REOAPlTO"LATION OF' RANK ORDER OF' SERIOUS 
PROBLEMS 
BOYS GRAND 
AREA 7 8 9 TOTAL 7 8 9 TOTAL TOTAL 
HPD 5 6 6 6 4 6 4 4: 5 
S 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
!IF 4 4: 3 4: :5 5 3 3 4 
:MWF 3 2 1 2 6 3 5 5 3 
BG 6 5 4: 5 5 7 '7 7 6 
FG 7 7 7 7 6 4: 6 6 5.5 
sa 2 3 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 
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In the total problem aroa for the boys, the area S ranks 
first in the present study (Table X) for all three grades. In botb 
Cowan's (45) study and Merw1ck's (48) the ASW (adjustment to school 
work) also ranks .first. Cowan found that F'LE (Finances, Living 
Oonditions, and Employment) ranked seoond, and HPD ranked third, 
while Merwick found FVE (The F'ttture: Vocational and Educational) 
and SRE (Social-psychological relations) as ranking second and 
third respeotively_ 'l~e present study shows SC as ranking second, 
with the exception of the ninth grade boys, who checked WNF as sec-
ond, and this study shows iv1\VF area. as th1rd in rank for the other 
grade levels. It is evident that the outoome of these studies are 
qu1te similar, but that the results of the older boys of the pres-
ent study parallel more closely the results of the related studies. 
In the total problem area .for the girls, the area se ranks 
.first in this study. In Gorr~n!s (46), in Moody's (49) and Ber-
wiok's (48), the PPR (Persor;al-psyoholo€;loal relations) is a.lso 
.first. Moody's results for the seoond and third rankings were ASW 
and PVE. respeotively; Gormants were ASVJ and SRA; and Morwiok's 
were ASW and SPR. For the present study the second and third ranks 
are Sand }lNf'. 
One oonolusion from these comparisons seems to be that the 
girls show n~ch agreement in placing personal problems or self-oon-
cerns before school problems which uniformly rank second, wh1le the 
boys plac~J school ooncerns first with d1versified areas ranking 8eo-
ond and third. However these areas have an emphasis on vooation, 
employment and finanees. 
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In the rield of serious problems, the first three ranks for 
the boys in the present survey are S, ~~F and SC (Table XI). Again 
this shows similar co~pari90n to the related stUdies exoept for 
MerwIck's (48) where CSM (COIJ.rtship, Sex, and Karriage) ranks third.-
For the girls of the present survey, the fIrst three ranks 
of serious problems are 5, SC, and ~~F (Table XI). These are not 
similar to the res'llts of' the other stUdies (Gorman, 46 Moody, 49 
and Merwick, 48), where tne areas PPR and CSM are first and second 
in rank, with areas ASW and SPR sharing third place. Still the 
'Der~onal prabl'3ms a.re serio'J.s for all gro"J.ps, but the older girls 
are more ooncerned too about courtship, marriage and sex. 
The percentages of the responses given to the three q\l.es-
tiona on the oheck list are sho~~ in Table XII. There is a total 
of 252 responses to the first qU63tion, 226 responses to the second 
question, and 207 responses to the third question. This represents 
77 per cent of the boys and 84 per oent of the girls answered the 
first question; 61 per cent of the boys and 83 per cent of the 
girls answered the second; and 58 per cent of the boys and 73 per 
cent of the girls responded to the third question. In general a 
greater percentage of girls responded to all three questions than 
dld the boys. Some students, perhaps, dld not answer the questions 
because they failed to f~~ish in time, or they forgot to do them or 
parposely omitted them. 
In their answer to question one, tI'Nhat problems are tr'o11bl-
in:; you most? Wr~. te ahm~t t.1O or three of those if :?,Oll. ca.re to, tt 
the bovs and atria p:avo many .::.ns",'!'!~s. Some of these resnonses are 
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TABLE XII 




BOYS' J:{ESPON'SES GIRLS' RESPONSES Q,UESTION 
'7 8 9 TOTAL '7 8 9 TOTAL 
1 82 55 96 77 91 45 83 84 
2 82 51 55 61 91 86 66 83 
3 82 38 60 58 85 69 64 73 
quoted problems from the oheck list, but the majority of responses 
are problems originally expressed. These responses were olassified 
into nine divisions, as seen in Table XIII, but were not converted 
into percentages, since several students gave more than one res-
ponse. 
The classification of these problems are nine, and are com-
parable to the areas of the check list. The division of "School" 
~as the highest number of problems and relates directly to the re-
~ults of the S area of the check list. This consistency however, 
~oes not exist between the other divisions and the check list, but 
ithis could be due to errors in classifying beca'.lse some responses 
pould have been tabulated in one of several divisions. 
Three responses to the first question, selected at random 
for eaoh dh'ision are as follows: 
1. One parent getting married 
2. Not living with my parents 
3. Parents drinkine 
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4. Not interested in sohool 
5. Teachers too mean, specially one 
6. Being a grade behind 
7. Oourage to go steady 
8. Worry about dating - can't dance 
9 Want friends 
10. Too shy I'm afraid to meet people 
11. Not good looking 
12. Feel foolish when I answer in school 
13. Can't stand where we live 
14. Neighborhood is no good 
15. Want to move - wrong kids in our neighborhood get me 
into trouble 
16. I am too nervous 
17. We don't get exercise at school ever, no reoess and no 
gym. 
18. All the time I am tired and sleepy, but especially at 
school. 
19. Bad habits - very bad 
20. Smoking 
21. Stealing and lying 
22. Afraid God is going to p<tnish me 
23. Don't go to church on Sundays 
24. Want to know how to get parent to use religion 
25. No allowance 
26. I want a job to pay back my mother. She works too hard 
and is tired and sick. 














Neighborhood 2 12 
Health 15 15 
Moral 7 12 
Religion :5 5 
Financial 12 11 
- -
Totals 167 246 














Of partioular signifioanoe is the fact that only one response 
of the entire group was a directly stated racial problem. It was, 
"I can't make out far because I'm a Negro and others don't want 
me." As referred to earlier, the problems concerning neighborhoods 
could be directly or indirectly related to segregation, but they 
might also reflect the adolescent's desire for change. However, 
what does seem important is the Wholesale omission of direct ex-
pression of sutfering from any racial prejl~dice. Apparently this 
problem is not a crucial one for these youths at this time. 
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A summary ot the answers to question two on the Check List, 
"Would you llke to spend more time in school in trying to do some-
thing about some ot your problems?", is presented below. 
BOYS GIRLS 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Yes 53 33 81 53 
No 21 13 19 12 
Uncertain 1 .6 5 3 
No answer 86 53 49 32 
As can be observed from the above summary, a third of the 
boys and a little more than half of the girls would like to spend 
tlme in school in doing something about their problems. This may 
indicate more awareness on the part of the girls of the possible 
helprul outcomes that this situation might provide, or it may in-
dioate that the girls are more wl1llng to seek help. However much 
evidenoe is needed before any valid oonclusion can be made. Like-
wise, there can only be plauslble solutions to why more than halt 
of the boys ignored this question. Some of these solutions might 
be atti~~des toward school, not perceiving any possible help tor 
their problems, or not understanding olearly what this question in-
vo1ved. 
A slmilar summary follows for the third question, "Would yOt 
11ke to talk to someone about some of your problems?". 
As can be seen from thls summary, about half of the boys dle 
not respond, In oontrast to one fourth of the gIrls_ Of the boys 


























of discussing their problems with someone, whereas over halt of th~ 
girls desired this help. Some of the random responses to the thirc 
question, which follow, indicate the difficulty of classification. 
1. Not exactly, only sometimes 
2. Like to keep some to myself 
3. Yes to God 
4. To my mother 
5. 'Nha t good wO'.lld it do? 
6. To the priest 
7. Yes but to who? 
S. Not ju s t a.nyone 
These responses and those to the two preceeding questions 
seem to d~"!nonstrate that the interpret:ltion, or not knowing exact1., 
what the question Im;,lled, influenced the stl,ldents f answers - or 
the lack of them. Another observation is that ~ile the students 
admit problems a.nd want help, yet they are particular about commit-
ting the:lselves or disclosin[; their problems prorr;.lSC1.10'J.31y. Sever-
a1 respons0s ever; ;:::~:::1tloned names of teachers to .. :hom the st".ldant 
would never reveal his pro·;:;lGL1s. Perl1aps mere respons,C's wO'11d have 
been made to these questions, if by previous clarification, the 
S8 
students had a. l'!lore '.l.ni.torl"1 comprehension of the meaning of each 
question. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND OON CLUSION 
The purpose of this thesis was to obtain, analyze and cam-
pare the problem areas of juni or-high Negro students. The Mooney 
ProbleM Check List was administered to Negro students attending 
four Catholic schools in Chicago. The student population was pre-
~ominantly Negro and of a similar social and economic baokground. 
Atter tabulating the results of the Check List and analyzing 
the data according to statistical prooedures tor determining the 
"ignificant differences between the peronnt'l.ges of groups I several 
~efinite findings were revealed. In fifty-five separate problems, 
there is a significant difference between the girls and boys prob-
ems. These differences can be attributed to the difference in 
sex, and also to the faot the older girls had the highest number or 
problems checked, whereas the older boys had the least. 
The investigation of the serious problems of the students 
~howed that only five problems dittered significantly for the boys 
~nd girls at the 0.05 level of confidence. There is also more uni-
~ormity in both groups for the rank order of areas for the serious 
~roblems than for the general problems. These results se~ to in-
Ucate the st11dents' ability to distinguish between problems in 
~eneral and what oonstitutes a serious problem, since both groups 
_how so muoh agreement in starring the serious problems. 
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After an examination of the trends of problems for boys and 
girls, it was found that the problems of ninth-grade g1rls did not 
d1ffer significantly from the problems of the seventh-grade girls, 
whereas in contrast, there are twenty-nine problems which differ 
significantly for the two groups of 'boys. It appears that the 
girls' problems remain relatively stable in comparison to the boys' 
problems. 
Two factors which seem to account for the difference in the 
boys' problems are: the increased maturity of the older boys 
showed a decline of percentages for t~enty-two of these problems, 
such as, "Getting into arguments" and "Lack of self-oontrol"; sec-
ondly, the realistic problem of job-limitation for Negro youth, in-
dicated by an increase of percentage of problems in the MWF area 
for the older boys. 
After the comparison of the tindings of this survey with 
those of related studies, it may be assumed that Negro students of 
junior-high age admit to many of the same problems that the stu-
dents from several schools do. Since all these st~.ldents represent 
a good oross-section of the total pop~latlon, it may be ooncluded 
tha.t the problems of the young adolescent Negro are not more numer-
ous or unique than those of the average American teenager. This 
conclus1on was further re1nforced by the omission ot any reterenoe 
to rac1al prejudioe, exoept in one case out of the entire group. 
The present study yielded the following data: 
1. In the given group, there is evidence of the existence 
nf' rn lUI n'rlr,hletru!l t'o~ both bOV'!I and ",{ttlA 
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2. These problems differ greatly between boys and girls. 
They also differ signifioantly between the seventh and ninth grade 
boys. 
3. Problems in the S area are most frequently oheeked by 
the boys. 
4. Problems in the Be area are most frequently checked by 
the girls. 
5. Problems in the S area are most frequently cheeked by 
both boys and girls as serious problems. 
8. Problems in the PO are least frequently checked by the 
boys. 
? Probl~s in the BG area are least frequently checked by 
the girls. 
8. Over half of the girls and one third of the boys ex-
pressed a desire for help in solving their problems. 
9. The findings suggest a need for guidance and adequate 
oounseling for the junior-high Negro youth in the Catholic sohools. 
Suggestions for further related stUdies to make: 
1. Study ot differenoes in problems between the same group 
at the present levels and the senior level. 
2. Study of the differences of problems between jun1or-higl 
Negro youth in catholic and public segregated schools. 
3. Study of the differences of problems between junior-h1g~ 
Negro youth in Catholic and publio integrated schools. 
4. Study of the differences between problems of junior-hig}: 
Negroes and junior-high \Vhites. 
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5. Study of what is being dona in the Catholic schools to 
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Age .................... Date of birth.............................................................................. Boy.............. Girl.. ........... . 
Grade in N arne of 
schooL.............................................. schooL ............................................................................................. .. 
Name of the perso~ to ~hom 
you are to turn In thIS paper ...................................................................................................................... .. 
Your name 
DIRECTIONS 
This is a list of some of the problems of boys and girls. You are to pick out the problems which 
are troubling you. 
Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which is troubling you, draw a line under it. 
For example, if you are often bothered by headaches, you would draw a line under the first item, 
like this, "1. Often have headaches." 
When you have finished reading through the whole list and marking the problems which are 
troubling you, please answer the questions on Page 5. 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which 
troubles you, draw a line under it. 
No. pert ent 
~~ lol . ..,.1J. Often have headaches J.J 17 • .yq;,36. Too short for my age 
$"0- .3" .;1;.. Don't get enough sleep IS 9·5 ~37. Too tall for my age 
,5"{ ,gl.?~· Have trouble with my teeth ,+ 8,71'..38. Having poor posture 
:t'f li.Dr}· Not as healthy as I should be 13 I.f/..J ';39. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
31 :/1. 11';>. Not getting outdoors enough ~J /J.o%!-O. Not good-looking 
, ~I 
.5' d . .3'1;/S • Getting low grades in school 76 1'~ ..$-~41. Mraid of failing in school work 
DC 3/.11#7. Afraid of tests 7'1lf~.o ~42. Trouble with arithmetic 
4"3 .U.~. Being a grade behind in school ,.t. JIStY.43 . Trouble with spelling or grammar 
05,5 3?"1:.9. Don't like to study ~ .27 .. H~44. Slow in reading 
,,2- I Ull O. Not interested in books 31 .ti' . .t ~5. Trouble with writing 
S d~()'%l1. Being an only child 11- 1.7~46. Sickness at home 
11- 1,7""J2. Not living with my parents 1/ /'.1 ~47. Death in the family 
Sf "J.~13. Worried about someone in the family II ,.3 ?::48. Mother or father not living 
'II ' .1'>'4'1;.14. Parents working too hard .%3 I i".J ~49. Parents separated or divorced 
/10 .?¥.,';15. Never having any fun with mother or dad ~1 .t1·~ ?;50. Parents not understanding me 
. "13 ,,('.1":.16. Spending money foolishly .u A~.s%51. Too few nice clothes 
s-g" 
." •. (J~17. Having to ask parents for money ~I $d.3 ~52. Wanting to earn some of my own money 
.s~ .r J ,.)"#18. Having no regular allowance 7() 4{3.S"~53. Wanting to buy more of my own things 
~o3 .1,.,~9. Family worried about money /" '1,J ~54. Not knowing how to buy things wisely 
.%.3 1"f,~~0. Having no car in the family 037 2J.d ~55. Too little spending money 
Ii 11 • .t~21. It. Not allowed to use the family car 9'.1 ';56. Girls don't seem to like me 




17·f'f#23. Too little chance to go to parties 
13./)'424. Not enough time for play and fun 
:t."f'Ytf2.5. Too little chance to do what I want to do 
1,"~26. Slow in making friends 
30.1';27. Bashful 
13. D 1628. Being left out of things 
11.2./:29. Never chosen as a leader 
/I',lI 1:30. Wishing people liked me better 
~4 ~7.3?;31. Being nervous 
J~ 1 f,f~32. Taking things too seriously 
:t~ U.4J~33. Getting too excited 
I..f' 't4 . .,1';34. Being afraid of making mistakes 
¥~ -l1.,'(,35. Failing in so many things I try to do 
1-3 1'1.3 "~8. Going out with the opposite sex 
13 3,/ 1:59. Dating 
17 ItJ.I.9';60. Not knowing how to make a date 
.1~ 1,3, 7~ 61. Being teased 
.u-14".G~62. Being talked about 
J" 11,,1;63. Feelings too easily hurt 
/0 1.3~64. Too easily led by other people 
.1" 11r~ 65. Picking the wrong kind of friends 
.2J '"..4 ~ 66. Getting into trouble 
''I "I.1.r%67. Trying to stop a bad habit 
5/ .11. 7 ~68. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be 
o.t J~.3 ~69. Giving in to temptations 
JI~ ~".I ,,; 70. Lacking self-control 
Page 3 
/1 " . 3 ~ 71. Not eating the right food I?, 9·1 1'.,106. Often have a sore throat 
.5t .1.2.3 ~ 72. Often not hungry for my meals U c 9Ji ~107. Catch a good many colds 
13 S.I ~73. Overweight ,t I 1.:1. ~ 108. Often get sick 
'II .u-·G'~74. Underweight J~- /6'",0' ~ 109. Often have pains in my stomach 
12- 7.0 %75. Missing too much school because of illness 
" 
tt.9 ~110. Mraid I may need an operation 
$4 
.rd. 9';76. Not spending enough time in study • 21.. 19.7~11l . Don't like school 
1'1 /1.81':,77. Too much school work to do at home .tot l,J·7 ";112 . School is too strict 
7'" ~t,.() ";78. Can't keep my mind on my studies 71 'f,.o ~113. So often feel restless in classes 
&Z 31.5'''''79. Worried about grades 51 :u.1 ~114. Not getting along with a teacher 
.;1 43.s"t, 80 . Not smart enough ~ ,S'~115. Teachers not practicing what they preach 
33 .td·.rt:81. Being treated like a small child at home ~~ "'<~116. Being criticized by my parents 
1(, ?1";82. Parents favoring a brother or sister 1.1 /1 .. Y~117. Parents not liking my friends 
$'; 
.tu.7.,.;'83. Parents making too many decisions for me 32. I 1.f~118. Parents not trusting me 
J.1 1~.1~84. Parents expecting too much of me M' 02./.7 t.:119 . Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 
~3 .t~.S~85. Wanting things my parents won't give me 4B :1.J.1. ~ 20. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
~7 /('.1 ~86. Restless to get out of school and into a job I$'" '.3%121. Choosing best subjects to take next term 
2.1 13.d~87. Not knowing how to look for a job 38 :l3.1. ~122. Deciding what to take in high school 
Sl' 3,.0":88. Needing to find a part-time job now .37 .1.3.0 ~123. Wanting advice on what to do after high school 
97 :t~.o~89. Having less money than my friends have if~ :I.' .. ' ';124. Wanting to know more about college 
1'1 /1.1~90. Having to work too hard for the money I gel 7 ~~.O%125. Wanting to know more about trades 
,$& • U.1~91. Nothing interesting to do in my spare time 31 19.3 ~126 . No place to entertain friends 
~r 3".1'Y" 92. So often not allowed to go out at night Of .oJ .. ~127. III at ease at social affairs 
If '.1 %93. Not allowed to have dates .3.< If,' ~128. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 
.17 ~.3.o~94. Wanting to know more about girls 1/ 4.fr'1:129. Not sure of my social etiquette 
:3 1/1 ro95. Wanting to know more about boys Jj .t"S~130. Not sure about proper sex behavior 
JI "·J~96. Wanting a more pleasing personality 103- ,.J ";131. Awkward in meeting people 
,05 /,/ %97. Being made fun of ~3 11.4(' 'Yt.132. Wanting to be more like other people 
'1 /I.a %98. Being picked on 
" 
/I.R %133. Feeling nobody understands me 
.s .1.1 ~99. Being treated like an outsider 
"" 
~6 • .1-':134. Missing someone very much 
1'1 ".R 1:100. People finding fault with me l-t 7.,,':135. Feeling nobody likes me 
~~ 17. '''~101. Not having as much fun as other kids have II /I.J. %136. Being careless 
$1 ~/. I ~102. Worrying 0(11 3"."f~137. Daydreaming 
.2 'f "." ~103. Having bad dreams f~ .2,"1.9 ~138. Forgetting things 
.111 ,'.11 ~104. Lacking self-confidence .Jt JI.I,J/ 1';139. Being lazy 





i .?.s ~ 141. Can't hear well .t" I~Jf ~176. Nose or sinus trouble 
11 ~,¥ ~177. Trouble with my feet 
Page 4 
1 /I.'t fb142. Can't talk plainly 
1.:1+.~ ~ 143. Trouble with my eyes 
~ 1(,.2. ~ 144. Smoking 
37 .13.b ~178. Not being as strong as some other kids 
7 fo.Jf ~179. Too clumsy and awkward 
1 ,),1. ~180. Bothered by a physical handicap 3,IJS ~145. Getting tired easily 
f g,7 ~146. Textbooks hard to understand J~ .U.~ ~ 181. Dull classes 
t.5,.$ Y.14 7. Trouble with oral reports 
" tt.i ~ 148. Trouble with written reports 
~ 18..(. ~149. Poor memory 
Jf J".~ ~182. Too little freedom in classes 
$ 2J." % 150. Afraid to speak up in class 
1'1 J>.7 -,: 183. Not enough discussion in classes 
.53 ..J./.1 ~184. Not interested in certain subjects 
~, 17. f ~185. Made to take subjects I don't like 
1,'t.9'%151. 
o 18'''~152. 
/ .25. ';~153. 




~ 13.7 ~158. 
/ 1".()~159. 
o I~. I. ~160. 
Family quarrels 10 ,.vt186. Clash of opinions between me and my parents 
Not getting along with a brother 01~ister '.D~187. Talking back to my parents 
Not telling parents everything J if ",i~188. Mother 
Wanting more freedom at home I ~ f'''~189. Father 
Wanting to live in a different neighborhood ~90. Wanting to run away from home 
.11 t.J.o 
Needing a job during vacations I ~ ".f ':191. Afraid of the future 
Needing to know my vocational abrlities .lJ.o-t192. Not knowing what I really want 
Needing to decide on an occupationS'? J.r.#'J93. Concerned about military service 
Needing to know more about occupttlOns JI·~194. Wondering if I'll ever get married 
Wondering if I've chosen the right vocation 195.., Wondering what becomes of people when they die J 1 , 1·3 7t'~ 
() /..f.1''';161. Not knowing what to do on a date ~<. 
f .1/.J~162. Girl friend .3.;-
.:1(' I ~ 196. Learning how to dance 
II,' ~197. Keeping myself neat and looking nice 
'I .?.5"~163. Boy friend J3 .. U,/. r,198. Thinking too much about the opposite sex 
14-,D~r,199. Wanting more information about sex matters < /4.7%164. Deciding whether I'm in love .;S 
'.3 J 1' . .5 ~165. Deciding whether to go steady I ~ 
7 I'!i ~ 66. Getting into arguments 
~ H.~~67. Getting into fights 
o ~/, / ~;168. Losing my temper 
/ 13.~ (,169. Being stubborn 
.3 1'f.J' ~170. 'Hurting people's feelings 
7";~200. Embarrassed by talk about sex 
" 11·'1.201. Being jealous 
,J,J' .(/. 7~ 202. Disliking someone 
1(, '1. r~ 203. Being disliked by someone 
.t3 11.3 ~204. Keeping away from kids I don't like 
.1/ 13.D?;205. No one to tell my troubles to 
/ 13." it 71. Feeling ashamed of something I've do%{ 31.~~206. Sometimes lying without meaning to 
.t 7.$ '/,172. Being punished for something I didnylJo 11Jf;207. Can't forget some mistakes I've made 
S" .t1.7~173. Swearing, dirty stories .17 /1.31'.208. Can't make up my mind about things 
~ ~~.3-t:174. Thinking about heaven and hell .t.,/ J.tf,ft;209. Afraid to try new things by myself 
C, • .u.'~175. Afraid God is going to punish me .;, J.2.1'1',.21O. Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 
DIRECTIONS: When you have finished marking the problems which are 


















1. What problems are troubling you most? Write about two or three of these if you care to. 
2. Would you like to spend more time in school in trying to do something about some of your problems? 
3. Would you like to talk to someone about some of your problems? 
1950 
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MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST 
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statements cheeked by the Girls 
~. 
J JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL FORM 
Age .................... Date of birth.......... ................. ..... ...... ............ ....... ..... ... .... ......... Boy........ ...... Girl.. ........... . 
Grade in Name of 
schooL.............................................. schooL .............................................................................................. . 
Name of the person to whom 
you are to turn in this 
Your name 
....................................... Date ..................................... . 
DIRECTIONS 
This is a list of some of the problems of boys and girls. You are to pick out the problems which 
are troubling you. 
Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which is troubling you, draw a line under it. 
For example, if you are often bothered by headaches, you would draw a line under the first item, 
like this, "1. Often have headaches." 
When you have finished reading through the whole list and marking the problems which are 
troubling you, please answer the questions on Page 5. 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which 
troubles you, draw a line under it. 
No P~cc:,c:"t 
.19 -t1.~~1. Often have headaches .t.? 1 7.~-1:36 . Too short for my age 
7? ~9.1 ';2. Don't get enough sleep 3' .2/."/ ~37. Too tall for my age 
38 A'I,';3. Have trouble with my teeth .30 1,.S~38. Having poor posture 
.Ill 1;.< ';4. Not as healthy as I should be $t. 3{'.1 ~39. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
~1 .U.I 9';5. Not getting outdoors enough .%.1 17.$ ?;t.0. Not good-looking 
S.3 ~1~6. Getting low grades in school ".:i -fill .3': 41. Afraid of failing in school work 
t,~ ~~.'t'1"; 7. Afraid of tests "g 1{1.J.. ~42. Trouble with arithmetic 
"1-1 U,,~ 8. Being a grade behind in school 3S" ':U.7 .y,43. Trouble with spelling or grammar 
'f~ ~7, 3% 9. Don't like to study 1f(J ,1.'.D ~44. Slow in reading 
1'1 I~'S t'1O. Not interested in books M It, . .t. ~5. Trouble with writing 
10 ?~11. Being an only child 9 .r:.t~46. Sickness at home 
<- ~." ~12. Not living with my parents It, 1"·~%47. Death in the family 
5'7 3?,/. %13. Worried about someone in the family If) t·S'..,;;'48. Mother or father not living 
3'1 3..r.3 ~14. Parents working too hard 37 ). 't.o ';49. Parents separated or divorced 
3/ :J.D. I %' 15. Never having any fun with mother or dad &J 3.1"'';50. Parents not understanding me 
.37 ,/'f, ~ .,,; 16. Spending money foolishly .31 J~.I ~51. Too few nice clothes 
DJ 3"{.lJ ':'17. Having to ask parents for money 9.3 D'I'''''''-;'52. Wanting to earn some of my own money 
42 ~IJ.J ~18. Having no regular allowance .5".t 32.1 ?:53. Wanting to buy more of my own things 
~ Jl'l,~ ~19. Family worried about money '7 ".t> ';54. Not knowing how to buy things wisely 
'1 1.( • .3 ';20. Having no car in the family "'1 ,t.);3 t55. Too little spending money 
S ~.3 % 21. Not allowed to use the family car I~ 
3< ~~.Jt ~ 22. Not allowed to run around with the kids IliJt.t' 'l,K ~ 56. Girls don't seem to like me 
Jjl .J •• .a ~ 23. Too little chance to go to parties :If 
~Z /.1',.2. ,;'24. Not enough time for play and fun ..2.3 
II. 7 ~ 57. Boys don't seem to like me 
ID.' ~ 58. Going out with the opposite sex 
,.s:o ~59. Dating 
01 3'"1 • .2.?:, 25. Too little chance to do what I want to do ~ i 1.r.&~60. Not knowing how to make a date 
" 1'1·7 % 26. Slow in making friends 
.2.~ /(,., ";27. Bashful 
.U· 1I,.l..";' 28. Being left out of things 
~() 19..s-~ 29. Never chosen as a leader 
3'1 65".3 ~ 30. Wishing people liked me better 
5'0' .u:.t ~31. Being nervous 
40 ..t~.1";32. Taking things too seriously 
.31 ~U.I ~33. Getting too excited 
'N. J{",'i' (34. Being afraid of making mistakes 
¥r 81.r';35. Failing in so many things I try to do 
.30 19S~ 61. Being teased 
J{. ;l.3.1~62. Being talked about 
.;~ 3~.'l ~63. Feelings too easily hurt 
If I~.l 1;;64. Too easily led by other people 
~9 ,1.IZ65. Picking the wrong kind of friends 
/0 f. 7 %66. Getting into trouble 
,.1 i'".3 ~ 67. Trying to stop a bad habit 
57 41.(J 1': 68. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be 
~~ 11/,3 ~ 69. Giving in to temptations 
~o ~t.() ~ 70. Lacking self-control 
~111.3' ':71. Not eating the right food 
.3? ~.I.if " 72. Often not hungry for my meals 
o~ .3~.5" .,.; 73. Overweight 
91 ~.:t.1 ~ 74. Underweight 
/0 ?, 7 ~ 75. Missing too much school because of illness 
('3 'fr.D % 76. Not spending enough time in study 
17 /1.0 r, 77. Too much school work to do at home $' J"~':' 78. Can't keep my mind on my studies 
.57 a'l.D~79. Worried about grades 
. 6"(. .1t-i?:80. Not smart enough 
.23 11/#% 81. Being treated like a small child at home 
M. ".,1:, 82. Parents favoring a brother or sister 
~o 1~.t~83. Parents making too many decisions for me 
.11 
.ttl·'l84. Parents expecting too much of me 
3~ ~1.8 ,85. Wanting things my parents won't give me 
JJ .I/'." ~106. Often have a sore throat 
Jf .26',3 ~107. Catch a good many colds 
~ /4.7 ?;;108. Often get sick 
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/If, ~,.,?:109. Often have pains in my stomach 
/1 ,.1 ~110. Afraid I may need an operation 
~ I';. ~ ,,; 111. Don't like school 
~() ~J.b"';112. School is too strict 
71 ~'.I ~ 113. So often feel restless in classes 
I~ 'S'~114. Not getting along with a teacher 
21 tl • .2 Z 115. T~achers not practicing what they preach 
~< I "f..3 ,.; 116. Being criticized by my parents 
.1.8 /8' . .t % 11 7. Parents not liking my friends 
J.r :/-1.7 ~ 118. Parents not trusting me 
¥ n.7 % 119. Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 
~? 31-0 ~120. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
17 I'.~~ 86. Restless to get out of school and into a job 11 IS; .. ~121. Choosing best subjects to take next term 
35" ~~.7?:' 87. Not knowing how to look for a job $'1 37.774122. Deciding what to take in high school I 
'/t. ~1.1?: 88. Needing to find a part-time job now .JI ..t'f..1';'123. Wanting advice on what to do after high school 
;u 21'~ 89. Having less money than my friends have J'l 2~.D ~124. Wanting to know more about college 
J' D,~90. Having to work too hard for the money I getrd 13.o~125. Wanting to know more about trades 
~I 2(.+"; 91. Nothing interesting to do in my spare time $(J 
Sf .l£.'~ 92. So often not allowed to go out at night 1,,/ 
3" ~tI,I";93. Not allowed to have dates 53 
'IS !-7';94. Wanting to know more about girls 17 
'r'"tJ Z,"o":' 95. Wanting to know more about boys ~f 
.12.,,";126. No place to entertain friends 
9.'~127. III at ease at social affairs 
.11".~128. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 
II.b ~129. Not sure of my social etiquette 
IS'.' 1';130. Not sure about proper sex behavior 
1-1 3,/.1?; 96. Wanting a more pleasing personality 
" ,tI.if! 97. Being made fun of 
11 ",.0'; 131. Awkward in meeting people 
7 1f.4" Z 98. Being picked on 
~ C;:/. ~ 99. Being treated like an outsider 
:t'1 I".i ~1 00. People finding fault with me 
.J(J 1'1""""; 132. Wanting to be more like other people 
3a 1""~133. Feeling nobody understands me 
~, 31.2 ~ 134. Missing someone very much 
.U ,'.'11:135. Feeling nobody likes me 
I./~ .2'·~.?:101. Not having as much fun as other kids have.31- .t2./~136. Being careless 
,,~ ..1f,f~102. Worrying 'Ii al.3. ~137. Daydreaming 
'7 ".4"; 103. Having bad dreams ~~ "Ii'..t ?;138. Forgetting things 
3 J llJ.D?# 104. Lacking self-confidence ~7 30.5'?;139. Being lazy 


















" 0,$ 7#141. Can't hear well 
, .$ of., 142. Can't talk plainly 
3t>,S"~143. Trouble with my eyes 
/I, 7 ,; 144. Smoking 
. .11." ";145. Getting tired easily 
".~~146. Textbooks hard to understand 
~3.'I ?,;147. Trouble with oral reports 
10./0 7:'148. Trouble with written reports 
:/.4.1 ~149. Poor memory 
~." 9';'150. Mraid to speak up in class 
17 /I. (,. ~ 176. Nose or sinus trouble 
~() 13 ~ ~ 177. Trouble with my feet 
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It/. ?B 1:178. Not being as strong as some other kids 
" 1,1 ~179. Too clumsy and awkward 
" ~.1 % 180. Bothered by a physical handicap 
-l J 17..s-?:, 181. Dull classes 
2.1/ I.$'".'?: 182. Too little freedom in classes 
~, ".~ %183. Not enough discussion in classes 
4'7 .11,0 ~184. Not interested in certain subjects 
.tI.t> 13.0?;: 185. Made to take subjects I don't like 
JI . .t%,151. Family quarrels 1'3.1'1 '.f~186. Clash of opinions between me and my parents 
~6.' ';152. Not getting along with a brother or sister/S:3~187. Talking back to my parents 
3r. 7 ?,:153. Not telling parents everything .2" 1&.,/ ';188. Mother 
7 t 7.S' ";154. Wanting more freedom at home ~I IJ., ?;189. Father 
, If:l,.'1 t; 155. Wanting to live in a different neighborhood 190. Wanting to run away from home 
..l4" I~ • .a ?"' .. 
.lI.1 ?;156. Needing a job during vacations 4' • .u.1"';191. Afraid of the future 
'I 'l·'t:157. Needing to know my vocational abilitiesS,., ';192. Not knowing what I really want 
r /.1.31;158. Needing to decide on an occupati09, 0' 103 1.:193. Concerned about military service 
7 /1'''-':159. Needing to know more about occupa~ofis·t ';194. Wondering if I'll ever get married 
~3.i'?:160. Wondering if I've chosen the right vocation 195. Wondering what becomes of people when they die 
.",3 :L'.o?,,,, 
""~%161. Not knowing what to do on a date.a; /'·~~196. Learning how to dance 
7.3 ?;162. Girl friend f(. ad.!) %197. Keeping myself neat and looking nice 
t ~".I?;; 163. Boy friend ~() 13· () ,; 198. Thinking too much about the opposite sex 
3 1~.'1 ~164. Deciding whether I'm in love IJ'I IS." ~199. Wanting more information about sex matters 
~/,i?;165. Deciding whether to go steady ~t. II •. ' ?:200. Embarrassed by talk about sex 
~8·~.r,166. Getting into arguments ,Jtt, li".3~201. Being jealous 
" /6.1%167. Getting into fights J17 ,J"St:202. Disliking someone 
'I .II.? Z 168. Losing my temper .11 16".''; 203. Being disliked by someone 
301.o?;169. Being stubborn .21 II.' ~ 204. Keeping away from kids I don't like 
.0:'17;170: Hurting people's feelings ~ .zf,~'; 205. No one to tell my troubles to 
~ .t9.~";171. Feeling ashamed of something I've gqpe"e..f';206. Sometimes lying without meaning to 
~~.6~172. Being punished for something I did~t d03l . .t".207. Can't forget some mistakes I've made 
'I 1~.3 ":173. Swearing, dirty stories 31 ..71i7?;208. Can't make up my mind about things 
.u.1~174. Thinking about heaven and hell !d 11·:l.?:209. Mraid to try new things by myself 
.9-t~175. Mraid God is going to punish me 67 ai!~21O. Finding it hard ~o talk about my troubles 
DIRECTIONS: When you have finished marking the problems which are 


















1. What problems are troubling you most? Write about two or three of these if you care to. 
2. Would you like to spend more time in school in trying to do something about some of your problems? 
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